
Huth Author Visit 2017 –  
Kevin O’Malley 

 
Dear Huth Parents and Students,  
 
Kevin O'Malley is a children’s author and illustrator who 
has been doing school visits for 25 years!  He has written 
and/or illustrated over 70 books including the popular 
Miss Malarkey series. 
 
He will be visiting our school on March 23, 2017.  In preparation for his visit, we are 
having a presale of several of his most popular books.  Below is a detachable order form 
that can be filled out and returned to your child’s classroom teacher by Monday, 
February 27, 2017.  Each returned order form should include payment by cash or check.  
Checks can be made out to Huth Road PTA.  No books will be for sale the day of the 
author visit.  
 
On the reverse side of this letter is a brief description of each book that is for sale.  If you 
have any questions, please contact the librarian at Huth, Freda Orosz, at 773-8702 or 
fredaorosz@grandislandschools.org  
_________________________________________________________________________ 

Please fill out the following information and return to your child’s classroom teacher  
with payment by February 27, 2017. 

 

Child’s Name: ______________________________________________________ 
 

Teacher’s Name: ____________________________________________________ 
 

 
 

Price Qty Name(s) for autograph Total 
price 

Miss Malarkey Leaves 
No Reader Behind 

$6/paperback     

The Great Race $11/hardcover    
Gimme Cracked Corn 
and I Will Share 

$11/hardcover    

Once Upon a Cool 
Motorcycle Dude 

$11/hardcover    

Once Upon a Royal 
Superbaby 

$11/hardcover    

Captain Raptor and the 
Moon Mystery 

$12/hardcover    

   Total order amount:  

We were limited in what titles we could get from the publisher for our presale.  Please feel 
free to purchase books on your own and send them in to be signed by Kevin O’Malley. 

mailto:fredaorosz@grandislandschools.org


Books Written by Kevin O’Malley 
 
 
Miss Malarkey Leaves No Reader Behind 

Miss Malarkey vows to find each of her 
students a book to love by the end of the school 
year, but one video-game loving boy proves to 

be a challenge.   

 

The Great Race 
Retells the traditional tale of the tortoise and 
the hare as a match between the very vain 
Lever Lapin and Nate Turtle, who is tired of all 
of the publicity Lever's speed generates.  

Gimme Cracked Corn and I Will Share 
Chicken dreams about a treasure and sets off on 

a dangerous journey to find it. Packed with 
word play and over twenty puns, Chicken's 

adventure reminds us that we may need to leave 
home to realize the things we really treasure.  

 

Once Upon a Cool Motorcycle Dude 
Cooperatively writing a fairy tale for school, a 
girl imagines a beautiful princess whose 
beloved ponies are being stolen by a giant, and 
a boy conjures up the muscular biker who will 
guard the last pony in exchange for gold. 

Once Upon a Royal Superbaby 
A boy and girl must put their talents to use 

coming up with a story of what happens to the 
Dude, his fair maiden, and their royal super 

baby after they are captured by an evil wizard.   

 

Captain Raptor and the Moon Mystery 
Captain Raptor and his spaceship crew rush to 
investigate when an unidentified object lands 
on one of the moons of the planet Jurassica. 

 
 
 
  

For more information on Kevin O’Malley, visit his website at: 
http://www.booksbyomalley.com/ 


